
 

In Florida, what constitutes a person is not defined by law; 

therefore, legal protection is not extended to the preborn and is 

presently in jeopardy with our elderly and disabled. 

The proposed Personhood Amendment defines all humans as 

“persons” under the Florida Constitution regardless of age, race, 

creed, mental or physical ability.   It will establish justice and 

respect for life from the moment of biological beginning until 

natural death.  

Personhood Florida needs to collect approximately 700,000 valid 

petitions during 2013 for ballot access in 2014. 

  

Help protect elderly, disabled and preborn persons by signing and 

circulating this Prolife Petition for the FL Personhood Amendment!  

 
“The care of human life and happiness and not their 

destruction is the first and only legitimate object of good 

government.” ~ Thomas Jefferson 
 

Visit our website to print out petitions to distribute to your friends and family. 

PersonhoodFL.com  |  772-873-7187  |  PersonhoodFL@gmail.com 
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Shouldn't the  

law protect  

every person? 

We are all created in 

God’s image  

and He has a plan 

for each one of us. 
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